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All of our services in March will be online, via Zoom.
March 7, 10:00 am
One Year In
Service Leaders: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens and Fr iends
We are coming up on a full year of being in quarantine and unable to worship in
person. This is only one of the many changes we have weathered together! What
have we learned in this time about resilience, grace and joy?
March 14, 10:00 am
The Purpose of Poetry
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Lynn Ungar
What is the purpose of poetry? What is the purpose of religion? How do the two
purposes overlap, and how might one inform the other? Our speaker, Rev. Dr.
Lynn Ungar is both a UU minister and a published poet, and served as minister at
UUCP in the early 90s.
March 21, 10:00 am
Exploring Fear
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
Fear can be an uncomfortable emotion, but it plays an important role in our lives
and on our spiritual paths. In this service, we’ll explore the nature of fear, the
different flavors of fear, and the skills that help us navigate fear in ways that lead
to growth.
March 28, 10:00 am
At Oneness
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
Every culture and religion in the world carries stories of mystical experiences,
moments when people felt at one with the universe/God/all that is. Brain science
both confirms that these are a real phenomenon and gives us insight as to what is
actually occurring. What are the evolutionary drivers that would lead human beings to have these kinds of experiences, and how do they relate to our 7th Principle, “Respect for the Interdependent Web of which we are a part”?

A Plea for Our Month of Sundays Program
We have been lucky to be able to meet virtually in this era of self-quarantine and social isolation. I want to remind you of our mission to minister to the needs of people in our community who are struggling in these times because of loss of income, food insufficiency because of loss of school lunches and breakfasts, loss of social services,
illness and other things we can’t even imagine. As part of our mission to be of help, we collect money every Sunday
and give it to local agencies who work to meet these needs. Since we do not have a collection in our virtual services,
we need to help by sending checks and cash to the church office to support our Month of Sundays program. Please
indicate on your check or cash envelope that it is to go to the Month of Sundays program. Thank you for caring.
—Mary Jo Hamilton

Minister’s Pages
Minister’s Musings: March 2021
We long to return to normal, but **normal led to
this**. To avert the future pandemics we know are
coming, we MUST grapple with all the ways normal
failed us. We have to build something better.
― Ed Yong

we hold onto the hard won insights we’ve gained this
last year. We’ve seen the cost of economic and racial
inequity, and realized that cost is too high. We’ve recognized that interdependence isn’t just a poetic conceit, but the nature of existence. We’ve learned how
much we need each other; these animal bodies of ours
We have been in quarantine for a year now. A full are wired for community, wired for tribe. What else
have you learned?
year of:
We’ve also developed new spiritual muscles, culMasks and compulsive hand washing;
tivated
a deeper resilience, and kept ourselves moving
Isolating in family groups (or pods or
forward
even on days when the overwhelming burdens
quaranteams);
threatened
to take us down. We understand now that
Doing the “COVID shuffle” when we see
rest
IS
a
form
of resistance, and that we need to prosomeone coming toward us on the sidewalk;
tect and lean into our capacity for joy. We have a
Living in fear that every sniff or cough might
clearer sense of what really matters, and what we can
be a harbinger of a deadly virus.
(and must) let go of. How have you grown, changed,
or evolved?
We’ve had a full year of online worship. Many of
Soon, we’ll be moving through spring, summer,
us have been working online or attending school
and fall, opening back up, coming back together bit by
online or supporting our kids in online schooling.
bit. But I hope we can take some time now, while winMany frontline workers, meanwhile, have endured
ter still holds us in its grip, reflecting and preparing for
bullying and harassment from people who felt, some- what comes next. Like gardeners who are combing
how, that wearing a mask to protect others infringed
through seed catalogs, drawing up garden plans, filling
on their ‘freedom’. It’s been quite a year.
out spread sheets, can we let this be a time to choose
Now the vaccine is here, and gradually, we are
what habits, activities, and ways of being we want to
developing the herd immunity that will allow us to
nurture in ourselves and our communities?
gather safely again. The science behind the vaccine is
May the lessons of this last year take root in us.
simply stunning, a feat of advanced technology one
May they sprout and bloom and bear fruit. May there
person recently described as akin to the “moon shot”. be room for the unique beauty of each individual to
The end is in sight! But it’s not yet clear what comes come to full expression. And may the individuals work
next.
together in ever increasing harmony and commitment.
As we move forward, it feels important to me that

UUCP Staff Information
Rev. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Office hours by appointment—to make an appointment, follow this link: calendly.com/revehstevens
Zoom Room #662-139-0963
Ginger Yoder, Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration
Phone: 208-882-4328
Office Hours by appointment.

Email: uucp-dre@palouseuu.org

Summer Stevens, Administrative Secretary — office now in the Methodist Church
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uuchurch@palouseuu.org
Office Hours: Tuesday & Thursday 2:30-4:30, in the borrowed office at the Methodist Church
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday afternoons—working from home
Paul Thompson, Music Director

musicdirector@palouseuu.org
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Minister’s Pages
Church Chat: Journey to Hybrid
A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships
are built for.
– John A. Shedd
As people are able to get vaccinated against
COVID-19, the restrictions on meeting in person will
be lifted. Hallelujah! And. Not everyone is going to
feel safe gathering at the same time in the same ways.
People have joined our community who don’t live
nearby. Some people have discovered they really like
joining worship and other activities from home. We
will need to continue to provide online access to worship and as many of our other activities as we can.
Meanwhile, our building will be under construction. Our return to meeting in person again is liable to
be delayed. We will have to be creative about
WHERE we gather, as well as flexible about HOW.
I imagine a future where many of us are gathered
in our beautiful new building, while others Zoom in
from their homes or listen in while hiking. Between
here and there, the territory is unfamiliar, however.
What do we know about navigating unfamiliar territory?
Anne Converse Willkomm, department head of
Graduate Studies at Drexel University, suggests four
strategies to help ourselves remain adaptable:

spectives, and experiences. We can stay curious.
 Take Risks
Ginger has frequently alluded to the fact that as
the pandemic has progressed and people’s needs
(and tolerance for screen time) have evolved, she
and Ryan have kept offering new programs, like
throwing spaghetti at the wall to see what sticks.
I’m proud and inspired by their creativity and stick
-to-itiveness. When the spaghetti didn’t stick, it
wasn’t a failure, but an opportunity for learning.

 Encourage others to remain open minded
We all need a little extra grace during times of uncertainty and change. In the moments when we are
feeling stressed or frustrated, it helps to have people around us who can remind us that change is
inevitable, and that we will figure it out together.
 Embrace learning
There is so much we have yet to discover about
this virus, and about its impact on our society and
our spirits. Let’s keep reading, learning, thinking
and discussing. The world is endlessly complex
and spectacularly beautiful! Cultivate fascination.

In other words, strong core, soft knees. Strong
 Change Thought Processes
core
looks like remaining grounded, tending to our
We can continually challenge our own assumpemotional
wellbeing, and investing in relationships.
tions, and release the “this is how we’ve always
Soft
knees
looks like flexibility, maintaining good hudone it” defense. We can welcome new ideas, permor, and rolling with the punches. Onward, beloveds!

A Message from the UUCP Board
I’m new to the Board this year, so I’ve been re- rafting, a supportive community and help raising our
flecting a little on how and why I got here. And I real- children with the Seven Principles, I still think, “Wow,
ized, as we say goodbye to the Yellow House, that my this is a cool church.”
journey started there. Many years ago, Al Poplawsky
The strong church community and feeling of acand I attended an educational/social/activist program ceptance has spurred me to get involved. I was proud
in the Yellow House. I remember thinking, “Wow,
to serve on the Committee on Ministry and then on the
that’s a cool church!”
Facilities Discernment Task Force that lead to the conFast forward, and our young kids are asking a lot gregation’s decision to renovate our church building.
of spiritual questions and wondering why we don’t go So when I was asked to be on the Board, I felt it was
to church. I hear the UUCP does rafting trips and
time I gave some more to the Church, realizing that,
snow weekends at Fields’ Spring SP.
actually, I will benefit again by being part of yet an“Wow , that’s a cool church.”
other church group. It’s a time of visible change and
The first service we attended was on Easter, and progress as our congregation embarks on our new fathe kids hunted for canned goods and the religious ed- cility, and the Board will likely have to make some
ucation didn’t indoctrinate them.
important decisions in the process.
“Wow, that’s a cool church.”
I hope to do my part to continue the UUCP’s repAnd, yes, many years later, having become
utation as a supportive and welcoming community so
UUCP members and enjoyed thought-provoking ser- that some potential new member might think, “Wow,
mons, music from talented musicians, many delicious that’s a cool church!”
meals with friends, backpacking, hiking, camping and
Diane Prorak
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Religious Exploration Information
This Month in Religious Exploration : March 2021
Ongoing Events
Sunday In-Person Gatherings
12 pm, PCEI Nancy Taylor Pavilion
All are welcome to gather, rain or shine, at the PCEI Nature Center each Sunday at noon. We will have chairs
set up distanced as well as hot water and tea. The pavilion is mostly sheltered, and there is a playground for
children to explore. We will be offering additional activities and fun family things to do as the weather improves!! Both PCEI and our church have COVID requirements in place; we will split into groups of 10 or
less, wear masks, and socially distance at least 6 feet between non-family members.
Rainbow Circle Time
Wednesday 10 am, Yellow House Zoom Room
Each week we will hear a children’s story that illustrates one of our 7 principles. Songs and games round out
our time together as well as sharing and connection.
Family Dinner Ministry
Wednesday, March 17, 6 pm, Yellow House Zoom Room
Sign up today for our February Dinner Ministry! We will deliver a “night off” for your family including a
meal and children’s activities. We have a Zoom meetup planned aimed at children that will include a story and
sharing time, or you can just enjoy the time with your loved ones. Sign up by Wednesday, March 10 so we can
plan to include your family!

Middle and High School Youth Programing
Sundays 12-1 pm at PCEI or Online
Programming for our middle and high schoolers is a mix of social activities, games, outdoor adventures and
antiracism work through the book “This Book is Antiracist” by Tiffany Jewell. All meetups are done within
current Covid protocols. A copy of the book is available for free. Contact Ginger Yoder or Ryan Urie for
more information.
Here are our upcoming plans for Youth Group:
March 7: Online gaming in Yellow House Zoom r oom
March 14: Discussing T his Book Is A nti-Racist, Chapters 10–12
March 21: Wor king with the adults on cr eating a covenant for Ginger ' s upcoming sabbatical
March 28: Hiking at the UI Ar bor etum (weather per mitting)

Director of Family Ministries Sabbatical!
April 9 – August 9, 2021
This amazing, generous congregation has granted me a sabbatical this spring!! I will be gone from April
9- August 9. We have a sabbatical team in place that is making sure everything will be covered in my absence
- watch for updates!! We will be sure to get everything covered during my absence. You’ll be in the wonderful and capable hands of this church’s staff and lay leadership.
I will use this time to do two major things- to begin my Religious Education Credentialing program
through the UUA and rest / reflect and get all that reading done I’ve always wanted to do. I will also spend
some time at my grandparents remote ranch near Elk City. I spent many memorable and formative moments
here and am excited to return to my roots so to speak.
I hope to return to you all with a deepened reserve, new knowledge, and of course all the love I bring to
this heartfelt work. From the bottom of my heart, thank you.
—Ginger Yoder
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Social Justice Update
As we move into March, there seems to be light at the end of the tunnel. Hopefully with vaccines being
administered we can move a little closer to normal. Also, while there is still a lot to repair on the local, regional and national level, we can start moving forward. For this March column I would like to restate tips to
promote social justice. The recent vandalism of the Temple Beth Shalom in Spokane demonstrates how much
work needs to be done. The UUCP values and supports social justice locally, nationally and globally. Many of
our members are very active in a variety of social justice activities. However, if you have interest in getting
more involved in social justice here are some tips. Getting involved in social justice can be overwhelming.
There are so many causes you can get behind and a variety of movements which can make it difficult to know
where to start. But please don’t let that stop you. The first step is showing up. I have eight tips to help you get
involved.
1.Educate yourself on a particular movement. Befor e you get involved in any movement, make
sure you understand the cause and what it's trying to achieve. After getting basic information online, it's a
good idea to read books with more in-depth analysis of a particular social movement and the issues it grapples
with. If possible, you could even take a course to teach you more about your cause.
2.Work on your own habits and beliefs. Befor e engaging other s or pr otesting an institution, make
sure you're doing your best not to contribute to the problem at hand. We all have preconceived notions and
past baggage. You have to first unlearn bad habits and behavior yourself before you encourage others to be
better.
3.Research the local presence. It's a gr eat idea to build connections with other like-minded people.
Local activist groups and organizers often hold open meetings and are excited to have new people involved.
Becoming part of a community will help you learn new things, and have others hold you accountable.
4.Take action in your community. People who want to get involved in a social justice movement
can do the most effective work in their own communities. Write letters or call your elected officials. Meet
with friends’ colleagues to discuss the issues are ways to start getting involved locally. Keeping social justice
topics as part of the public conversation is essential to creating change.
5.Go to a protest or demonstration. This can be an intimidating step to take if you've never been to
a demonstration, so going with a few experienced friends or an activist group is a good idea. Make signs or
print information to hand out. This is a way to put your knowledge to action. Protests and demonstrations are
also great ways to practice active resistance and public speaking, if you're interested in becoming a leader in a
social justice movement.
6.Use social media. Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr ar e incr edibly popular in social justice communities. On Facebook, you can either join or create a group dedicated to discussing and organizing around a
movement. On Twitter, you can find other people who tweet about the cause you're interested in, and even
start a discussion with them. Social media is good place to practice your activism, too. Posting articles, sharing videos and writing updates about organizing meetings or information about your movement are all simple
ways to share messages about your movement with a wide audience.
7.Volunteer your time. Depending on the cause or movement, ther e ar e many ways you can volunteer to help others. For example, if you're concerned with homelessness, volunteer at a shelter. If you want to
support education volunteer at a local school or become a mentor. Volunteering is an important way to start
getting involved because it costs nothing but your time and can significantly improve the life of someone affected by the exact injustice your movement is fighting against.
8.Donate to an impactful organization. If you can't dedicate enough time to a movement or ar en't
comfortable speaking out, you can still get involved. There are different levels of engagement in every movement, and donating money is one of them. Being a paid member of an organization, giving a small monthly
gift or sending in a lump-sum donation all qualify as involvement in a social justice movement.
There's no one-size-fits-all approach to social justice movements. Find what works for you and get started.
Also, I wanted to bring your attention to the next "Strengthening Relationships with the Community and
Law Enforcement, "Addressing Systemic Biases Regarding Race and Ethnicity" Part II on March 25th at 6:30
pm. The event sponsored by the Moscow Human Rights Commission, the Latah Country Human Rights Task
Force and the Moscow Anti-Racism Alliance (MARA). The link for the virtual event will be posted soon. If
you have any questions, please contact Ken Faunce at kfaunce@roadrunner.com
—Ken Faunce
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Living the 7th UU Principle — The World You Want Is Up to You
The Rev. Aisha Hauser from the Church of the Larger Fellowship gives a brief talk on what it
meant to be a UU during Black History Month. It definitely connects with being a part of the interdependent web of all existence.
“Over the last decade, I have come to lament the very idea of a "Black History Month." The history of the
United States is inextricably tied to the history of violent extractive capitalism that relied on the transatlantic
slave trade and the slave labor of Africans. The truth of this becomes whitewashed and replaced with platitudes
and sound bites of civil rights leaders taken out of context and diluted to make the mainstream white audience
comfortable.......In order for the United States to move toward true healing and repair, instead of Black History
Month, there would be accurate and complete history taught throughout all school grades. As part of our Unitarian Universalist search for truth and meaning, it is incumbent upon us to learn and fully embrace the ways in
which Black History is US History." Rev. Aisha challenges us, "How can you make sure Black stories are
heard?"

UUCP Environmental Task Force March 2021 Report
Oglala Sioux Chief Luther Standing Bear
shared some important wisdom when he said,
"Out of the Indian approach to life there came a
great freedom--an intense and absorbing love for
nature, a respect for life; enriching faith in a Supreme
Power; and principles of truth honesty generosity, equity, and brotherhood as a guide to mundane relations." Two recent pieces of federal legislation illustrate the knowledge imparted to us by Chief Standing
Bear. The "Protecting America's Wilderness and Public Lands Act" sets aside 1.3 million acres of additional wilderness in the northwest and the "Migratory Bird
Treaty Act" puts an end to the weakening of the treatment of birds as they migrate. Many members of our
group submitted comments supporting this legislation.
We also supported the update passed protecting the
sage grouse in Idaho.
After enjoying the January Food Coalition Summit, we were pleased to attend the monthly Food Coalition meeting. After last year's theme, "Answering the
Call: Feeding Our Communities in Challenging
Times," we have chosen next year's theme to connect
with soil and water. That will give us quite a bit of
room for finding topics. The tentative date is Friday,
January 28, 2022.
We were pleased to be invited by the local Lewis

and Clark Chapter to join them in a Zoom
presentation of "The life and Times of Pomp:
Jean Baptiste Charbonneau." sponsored by the
Nez Perce Historical Society. Steve Lee and
Garry Bush gave an excellent talk covering these historical personages who passed through this area with
the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Some of our members participated in the "Rally
Round the River; Rise up for Snake River Salmon,
Orcas, and Communities" the end of February. We
have been supporting Rep. Simpson's plan to save the
salmon. We have also supported President Biden's recommendation of Rep. Deb Haaland for Interior Secretary with our letters. We were thrilled to read in our
local paper that Nez Perce member Jaime Pinkham has
been nominated for a position with President
Biden overseeing work with the Army Corps of Engineers. All these events and appointments give us opportunities to look at the future in a positive
light. Quoting French philosopher Voltaire, "Every
man is guilty of all the good he did not do." Our
group continues to work toward environmental
good. If you share this goal, please join us. You can
contact Pat Rathmann for more information.
—Pat Rathmann

Moscow-Pullman Meditation Group

Mah Jongg Party

The UUCP's Moscow/Pullman Meditation Group is currently using alternative meeting methods—contact Cynthia
Pierce-Garnett at moscowpullmanmindfullness@gmail.com !
You can learn more about us at nwmindfulness.wordpress.com or on Facebook at moscow /
pullman meditation group. For questions, email Cynthia Pierce-Garnett, group facilitator, at moscowpullmanmindfulness@gmail.com Joining a meditation
group can motivate you to maintain a consistent practice!

No Mah Jongg until the Isolate-at-Home
policy is rescinded, which may be a while.
And, it’s hard to play Mah Jongg over Zoom.
This is a good time for you all to teach your
co-quarantining family and roommates how
to play Mah Jongg. I hope we can
meet in person to play soon.
—Mary Jo Hamilton
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Communication & Connection
On the final day’s summation of the
Impeachment Trial, Rep. Jamie Raskin,
Lead Impeachment Manager, included
an observation by his daughter Hannah.
Coping with the recent death of her
brother, she remarked that she felt sorry
for the children of the rioters, police,
and others. Raskin acknowledged that
among all the talk of politics, justice,
accountability, and so forth, his daughter thought in
human terms—of fear and pain and confusion, of the
heart-wrenching fallout families must bear. There was
talk about how these events impact the future—a future that includes the young who are our countrymen
as much as anyone else and some of whom also face
the injury or death of family members, or who face
their own family members being brought to trial.
A sobering thought on many levels. We can connect on that human level and we need to keep active
that kind of awareness as we deal with situations confronting us: political polarization, a global pandemic,
entrenched racism and privilege, economic and social
inequity, and a long list running down to the tamer
concerns of daily life. A passion for justice, protection, healing, even power whether for the right or
wrong reasons, all can send us into a tunnel vision
which strains compassion and true understanding. As
much as we can, it would be wise to temper our words
and ears, lest we contribute to the hurtful fallout we
wish to overcome. How we say what we say matters
not only to those on the front lines but to others connected to the them and us.
Removing harmful stones and building bridges at
the same time, that’s a very tall order to aspire to but

certainly worth the try. We know to seek
the person’s heart behind the face, even
when it is snarling at us, and maybe
that’s less in the moment than later when
things have calmed some, when we can
take a breath and reflect. We can take a
breath and reflect. Perhaps it helps to recall that behind that face are many more
who are not just clones of that face but
who are connected to this person in layers of love,
trust, and need. Bridges connect relationship and
growth and understanding.
It’s all heavy stuff. The state of things in the
world is getting heavier, but not without opportunity
for change. Not only because globally we must
change, but because as individuals, we choose to
change when we keep our humanity about us. How to
tap into that certainly involves strong communication
and sincere connection. Sometimes it’s a hard push to
get there. Sometimes it’s made more accessible when
a child reminds us of the love and loss everyone
shares.
On any given day, a verdict may be made, but the
trial goes on. What we let go from it and what we pick
up and what we continue on with, they contain the
fallout and what we fall into with our next steps. We
try to shape that path with a measure of kindness, relaxing judgment with thoughtfulness, and with as
much light as we can. Because really, to be of one
web, however different the segments, is to be united in
a meaningful way. Survival depends on it. So does
love. That is destiny and basic to our humanity. Our
bridges are as tensile as the strands of a web that we
can negotiate with grace.

Month of Sundays—March 2021—Food Not Bombs of the Palouse
Our Month of Sundays recipient for March is the Palouse chapter of the international nonviolent direct action group, Food Not Bombs. The goal is to use donated food
to feed the hungry. Since 2018, they have delivered donated food to the Latah Recovery Center, the University of Idaho Women's Center, Sojourner's Alliance, and other
local organizations depending upon amount of food received.
On the weekends, they host social distance Sunday Community Meals, text (208)
352-3442 for takeout or delivery. Their goal is to address the Palouse as a whole food
system. As they build food security primarily in Moscow, they are building foundations
for further rural support. Our MOS donations will greatly help them purchase seasonings and supplements to the food donations they receive and help cover the basic costs
of picking up and donating food. Other projects which the financial donation can support include gardens, expanding the free food pantry system, emergency food gift cards for individuals, and more. Organizers can be
reached at (208) 352-3442, or via their Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/FNBPalouse/
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Building Update - March 2021

The Capital Campaign Building Committee has been working hard behind the scenes moving the project
ahead, dealing with many delays beyond our control. The church and Yellow House have been vacated. Summer Stevens, our secretary (new email uuchurch@palouseuu.org), is working from home and the Methodist
Church. We’re doing our best to keep in touch with neighbors to the north, to let them know of construction
plans, parking-related issues in the alley, and whatever else comes up in the future. Patio pavers, playground
equipment, and native shrubs are being moved. Also see the Update by Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Stevens:
“Construction Begins! How We Finally A rrived at this Day – a Short History” on the building update web
page. Jenny Kostroff from the 1912 Center invited us to put a camera there to document construction progress.
John Pool and Pat Fuerst having been setting that up.
Yellow House: We celebr ated the Yellow House histor y in a wor ship ser vice (A Home for the Hear t)
and memories and photos will soon be posted on our website. Mementos have been, or will be, stored, such as
the interior glass door and door molding corner blocks that depicted different religious traditions. Everything
possible is being salvaged or repurposed by UUCP, Habitat for Humanity (range, shelving, ramp) and
Wasankari Construction (oak hardwood flooring, wooden doors). Some exterior doors and windows will be
salvaged just before demolition, which is expected later in March. The exterior siding contains lead, and must
be removed and disposed of before demolition can begin.
“Delay” is a catchword for this project. Although we have a contractor engaged in the project, the contract
has not yet been signed. That may depend on the city issuing the final Building Permit, which in turn, may depend on a final version of the parking agreement with county (McConnell Mansion), city, and UUCP, which
may take weeks. The contract, when we sign it, allows a one year period of construction. Meanwhile, construction materials are getting more expensive. Lumber prices are 2 to 3 times higher than a year ago, and this will
affect cost of construction.
Construction “alternates”: Previously, the solar panels and balcony were referred to as optional
“alternates”. They are now part of the plan. Generous donors have pledged to cover solar panels, and another
generous person has offered to install them. The building and finance committees agreed we should stretch and
build the balcony. Cost is less than 10% of the total cost of construction. We thought we could afford that, and
at this particular time the city has issued us a Variance allowing its construction without adding more parking.
However, the latter decision will be re-evaluated if there are cost-overruns early in the project.
Past updates are available on the UUCP Capital Campaign Building website. Questions and comments can
be directed to Al Poplawsky, alpopsky@gmail.com, chair, or other members of the Building Committee: Mary
DuPree, Mary Jo and Joel Hamilton, Steve Flint, Archie George, John Pool, Bill Webb, and Pat Fuerst.
Here are a couple pictures of what’s been happening. Below, Joel Hamilton and Steve Flint get started on
removing pavers. And Archie George has filled two storage units with items from the Yellow House and
church. Many thanks to you and so many others for your hard work!
—Pat Fuerst
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Vernal Equinox Celebration Saturday March 20, 2021, 6:30-8:00am
The Green Sanctuary Committee invites the members of UUCP to celebrate the Vernal Equinox at the
home of Margaret Dibble, 1131 Jacksha Road, 5 miles south of Moscow.
The celebration will be in person and outside. Masks are required. There will be a fire. A bathroom will be
available. There will not be a potluck, but participants are encouraged to bring their own
food and chairs if they wish to sit.
Coffee and tea will be provided, and perhaps some sort of low contact baked goods. Participants are encouraged to bring a reading or thoughts about spring and the equinox to share.
Sunrise is officially at 6:48 PDT on March 20 but will be a little later at the celebration due
to hills on the eastern horizon.
All are welcome there is lots of room to spread out.
For questions or directions email m-dibble@hotmail.com or text 707-479-1139.

Grief Support Group
Grief comes to everyone at some point in life. If you are grieving the loss of a loved
one (two or four legged), through death, divorce, illness, moving away, the loss of a job, a
home, or community you are welcome to join our Grief group, which meets on the first
Monday of the month from 6:00-7:00 pm. The next meeting is March 1.
Organized by the Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse. Everyone is welcome.
The group meets on Zoom: https://palouseuu-org.zoom.us/j/5358085754 Meeting ID:
535 808 5754

February UUCP Board Meeting Summary

2021 UUCP Board
Fran Rodriguez, President
Judy Brown, Vice President
Ellery Blood, Recording Secretary

Deconstruction of the Yellow House has begun.
Parts are being spread out through the community.
Plans for Ginger’s sabbatical are moving along
smoothly.
Lynn Ungar will be here as a guest minister on
March 14th. She will be sharing some of her poetry.
For Earth Day (April 25) , Green Sanctuary has
purchased milkweed plants and will be offering them
to whomever is interested.

Duane DeTemple
Rich Alldredge
Karen Jennings

Diane Prorak
Marcus Smith
Margaret Dibble

Treasurers: Judy LaLonde & Sue Engels

Wholly Crones

PPQ News

We will meet on Zoom in March—for
the Zoom room number and for any
questions or further information contact Mary Jo Hamilton.

We are meeting regularly via Zoom—contact
Mary Jo Hamilton for
more information.

WhaleCoast Alaska 2021
Have you ever wanted to visit Alaska? If so, WhaleCoast Alaska 2021 is for you! 4 Alaska UU congregations invite you to experience our unique environmental and spiritual tour program this summer, when it will
be safe to travel again.
See Alaska through the eyes of local UUs, with friendly homestays and awe-inspiring tour activities. See
wildlife, including moose, bears, caribou, whales, bald eagles, sea lions, etc. Visit Denali National Park. Experience Native Alaskan culture. WhaleCoast Alaska is an inspirational way to visit our beautiful state. Complete
info at: www.WhaleCoastAK.org. This is a once-in-a-lifetime experience you won’t want to miss!
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Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse
PO Box 9342
Moscow, ID 83843
Return Service Requested
Mail Pledge Payments to address above

REFUSED

If you no longer wish to receive this
newsletter, please check the box
above and return.
We pay the postage. Thank you.

General Church Information

UUCP Phone: 208-882-4328
Office Email: uuchurch@palouseuu.org
Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Judy LaLonde, Treasurer: 208-882-3556
http://www.palouseuu.org

Would you like to receive email updates from the UUCP?
Sign me up for the UUCP list, which receives notices of UUCP events, activities, etc.
Sign me up for the Non-UUCP list, which receives notices of events, activities, etc. not directly related to the UUCP but of likely interest to our members and friends.
My email address is:
(please print clearly!)
Please update my email address!
New email address:
Old email address:
Please print clearly.
Place in drop box into church office, email uuchurch@palouseuu.org,
OR mail to UUCP, PO Box 9342, Moscow, ID 83843
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